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SUBCLAUSE _ _ _ _ _
Every so often booklets hke this appear.Some say ‘,T1me IS runnmg ou
t.” Others say things about “Fingers on triggers” and “This could_be
the last chance we get”.Al1 ufrltten 1n the style 0 f a general synopsis
of everything that’s wrong with the Universe followed by a call to the
front line of the action.All on two or three sheets of A4 paper too! _ . -
Now I thought that they’ll be too depressed by the end of the Miners
Strike to put one out.........so I sat down one wet day and started to
write.Here it is.All yours.

Add it to your collection. pa
W ublished by the Rippoff Press 1985 PHIL HEDGEHOGM.P _ I
Printing by,1 18 Workshop. _ wntten *l\/larch 85
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WE ARE BOR’. THEN AFTER THAT Au. lS Down: HlLL_.
FRUSTILATIOM. BLUNDERINQ. l_A$HlNq out.

STUCK I .A Rut vnTH LITTLE TO swucs Agovn
CJl'\lAl._.

Nineteen Eighty Five

5-ru g |TTl_E_ H01-_g we cameo IN THE \/JA\..\...
l _

All thflese years of toil and struggle must have
been for something,perhaps we are the insane ones
we call for change and make ourselves uncomftable
Look j at the people inside they enjoy themselves
,so what are we doing out here in the cold when they
are having, f_gr_1‘?__,_ l _, ,_, ___ __

-'.-:':;._-NSQON Y“, ggqw 1'0 SEE ONLH WHAT Y°" WANT To $55,]

Resistance.why did I start? why did you start?
‘We got bored,we soon found out that all life is
in this world is plastic,and we hated it.As
though we had been born in the wrong century,
we hated the computerised . ; enviroment we
had been placed in.And we soon found that apart from
Ready Rapped Home Entertainment and the pub,there
is fuck all else to do in the little hole we've c
carved.
We got bored and we grabbed something that appealed
Noise,Noise,Noise and spraxy paint politics.
ADRENALIN RUSH
We becambe involved in confrontation and action
because apart from the outside aims inside we
got a kick from it.
ADRENALIN RUSH
19314 .1. How To TURN A WARNINQ mlo A
We have just passed a bad y
-ared war on the Miners,the
anything that declared its
The year in which we let it
the boundaries of the state
heads ,and as with the " H"

POILJSQNQ _ (deaf) QOOP “‘ A00 d°<b

_ year.The state decl
state declared war on
resistance,so it goes.
happen,the year in which
rolled right over our
""g: watching of sun-

sets we just watched,remarked about it and didn't
P9511? Show much 1ntPeSt~ We see ourselves not as individuals and humans

“But it was alright, Everything was alright. The struggle was finished.
He had won the victory over himself. He loved Big Brother.”

Nmeteen Eighty Four, by George Orwell.

It was inevitable for the book to finish that way,
there can be no happy endings when total power is
achieved.

l .Ll§IEE;Q£EEEHLLX i i
They are making the-struggle for a "power cut"
limited to our own minds.They are trying to restrict
our confrontation to ourselves .They are driving us
mad with worry and fear because they know damn
well that if we are too bani busy sorting out
Operation Mindfuck then we are too insane,too self
centred and too stupid to organise against *'
them.
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SELL us THE MYTH THAT WE ARE THE
SYSTEM.And that only by changing ourselves can
they be topp1ed,ingenious isN't it? we're so
busy sortingwout this system,a half real ragbag
of fisheads and shit,that the state can thumb
its nose at us,kick the shit out of the minepg
evict the Greenham women ,fences off Molesworth "
and generally craps on everybody.



but as a part of something a groaning heaving
something.A hideous swollekn mass.
Some call it the movement.
Some call it Us. “
I call it a headless chicken with nnan no sense
of direction. A Mwmgm;llil

“I DON’T CARE, SOMEHOW YOU WILL FAIL” n
“SOMETHING WILL DEFEAT YOL_I, LIFE WILL DEFEAT YOU

- from Nineteen Eighty Four

iWe are losing control of ourselves,We are losing  
the will to think of the future when “No Future"
is Government policy.Our streets are now alien to
us,our voices no longer carry on the wind,because
they have installed double glazing and air conditio
ning.Mirrors,marble,Concrete.A false world of
burger bars and shopping centres,every time I
go to buy a loaf of bread i have to keep reminding
my self that "THIS IS NOT AMERICA",
Our enviroment is now rooted in Blue Circle Cement.
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YOU can NO LONGER CARRY or Q JUXTAPOSI T10N_
It is redundant try and exaggerat thi 1d
and you'll find’that its done iififit fgrwggu
§§d§§:gig has svne to the fi§§§_horizon of the
Evolution is turning full circle,reversing at
unnerveing speed.Our brains are shrinknng.Many
of us cannot even walk to our televisions to
change channels,let alone turn the bloody things
°ff'Hea1th is ROW Something you buy in a bottle.THE EARTH
gliyground for the lucky,the famous and the

i ary.I feel that i m treated like a piece
°f toilet Papersbut didn't someone say that was just the nature of shitpilee?

’__ _ _______ ____ ._,_ _....__ .__ ..

However,anyone can write dull monologues on
how crap everything has becom§e.Perhaps this
adds to gloom and despondensy.Or maybe its
just realism,telling a home truth.
who can tell?
To look for a way out is the omly chance we
have to beat whatever put us dowmn in this
hole.After all these years of shouting why
we want to get out,isn't it time for a reasoned
discussion on how?
1985
THE STATE OF THE NATION,THE NATION OF THE STATE,
In an calculated attempt to nail us all to
the floor the state has becombe even more
blatant.If the warfare state wants its lands

\

back it steals them back with troops,if one
of its own wants to speak the truth then it
bulldozes them through the courts.Of course
it sometimes backfires,Clive Pontingwritten
in Blood red letters on the wa1l,but its
just the exceptionthat proves the rule.
THE SLIPPERY SLOPE $EX_GETS STEEPER,WE ALL
JOG TO HELL.
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“WHAT WILL IT TAKE T0 MAKE THE NATION RISE?” _
The answer is hidden with a fog of naive revolutionariiy barricade calls
and wordity situationist brain stumpers.Just a handy fig-leaf to cover
' UR embarassment.Is to admit that we don’t

know the answer such a heinious crime?Isn’t it a bigger shame on_ us
to avoid ouitr responsibilities and get down to answer mg this cruica
question? h t. n
This aside,we have a lot of problems on our plates-and t ,e_ na io
does not want my dinner.I will not stand by and see certain people
become so frustrated that they start playing dangerous games of p
patty-cake with such dangerous,patronising and impractical notions
like Class Warfare.If we knew how to use our eyes and carts we
could be looking over the sea to the blooitdy stale mate o _f
Northern Ireland.We would see the mirror image over here i we
began fondling rusty .303s in the attic .................................. ..

iigever bought a gun?
fjever tried firing onxe? _
‘do you know how much care a gun needs so it
works properly?
hat if it it jams?

doesn't fire on demmand?
THEN WHAT‘?

E CLAsS WAR FINISHED FUCKING YEARS AGO-WE
OST—REI\llEl\/EBER? '

VIVE L’ANARCHIE and all Class Warfare allows is just a sad escape
route for a few frustrated misfits to get to a land of Commandos
Cowboys and Indians.Bang Bang you’re dead.
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It is saddening to see anarc sm turning n
one big internal maemorandum,backstaobing and
shooting ourselves in the foot,shouting at.
each other,ON THAT SUBJECT,I AM SICK AND TIRED
OF BEING SHOUTED AT BY PEOPLE ON STAEE,and i am a dezerimfljbe at humdred" <'»~<=-S °\'U'-"'5><P@¢* ALP Q!/4i‘?-‘R---)
nouw fed up of putting out stuff aimed at my so
called comrades who sit and stare.I noaw refuse
to spend any more time egging 1 you on.I have
enough trouble getting myself tho move.So its
now up to you.Your problem.If you want to eat
shit its your concern. »-e~~~-~»
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Not so long ago,i helped put out a booklet on the subject of - l
sexism and men,as well as men and sexuality..Just trying to
let our hearts brxeak through the g1oom.The feedback that
I had back face_t_o face was onthe whole a bit of a piss off.
Either we _had bruised too many male egos,or-we had just
had the misfortune to allow some men to think that it didn’t
apply to them and chose to ignore it.Of course,this was
Just a very few replys,the same old problem of people not
feeding back to us at all.Very recently,some men remarked
to me that _it was irrelavantto concentrate on issues like N l
sexism as ti was not “politically real”.There were “real things”’ l
to work on.“In a time of _a police state blah blah blah”.How
revolutionaryrln my opinion as long as men refuse to give
up their positions of power,then women have no choice but
to claim their own space.Up against the wall guilt-trippers ...... ..
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A GENERAL SYNOPSIS 1

We ’ve tried marching,we’ve tried Stop the Cities, tried tearing down the
fences of Greenham_,Chilwell,Faslane,,Molesworth and god knows where
else.We are no_w trying to kick the wall down instead of being bricks.
I think that with more co=ordination and planning we ’ll start to make
our presence felt.Now that the Miners are going back'to work bitter,
and angry.We could see the birth of a new movement for change,then
again maybe not.I am not mto making predictions.

lb I '0' , 7 __H_________,__,____~_ L
Time has now officially run out. We will now be stuck in a sort of
limbo for about another seven to ten years, then the cycle will
repeat again.Or not, if you do something.
We can still run about in the fields,but I want to do it in the
knowledge that I am truly free.
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